
How to Buy $GECKO Tokens: A Step-by-Step Guide

Initial Setup

1. Install MetaMask: Go to metamask.io and install the MetaMask extension if you
haven't already.

2. CopyWallet Address: Open MetaMask and copy your wallet address (0x....).
3. Fund Your Account: Add ETH to your MetaMask wallet. Make sure you are aware

of which network you're on. Transfer ETH from your exchange account to your
MetaMask wallet address.

Move Funds to Base Network (Ethereum Layer 2)

1. Bridge ETH: Visit the following websites:
● base.org
● basescan.org
● app.uniswap.org

2. Click 'Bridge': On base.org, click the "Bridge" link.
3. Connect Wallet: Connect your MetaMask wallet to the bridge.
4. Deposit ETH: Deposit ETH into the bridge, but leave around 0.03 ETH in your

wallet for future transaction fees. For example, if you have 1.25 ETH, deposit only
1.22 ETH.

5. Confirm Transaction: Wait a few minutes for the transaction to complete.

Switch Network:

1. Add Base Network: Go to basescan.org, scroll down to the bottom of the page
and click "Add to MetaMask". Confirm the transaction.

2. Check Network: Make sure your MetaMask is connected to the Base network.
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Buy $GECKO Tokens:

1. Connect to Uniswap: Visit app.uniswap.org and connect your MetaMask wallet.
2. Enter Contract Address: Paste the $GECKO contract address

● 0xeE9E3123dbb3AC5e75C65A1fC4617B2aCC082d85.
3. Swap ETH for $GECKO: Swap your ETH for $GECKO, but leave about 0.007 ETH

for future transaction fees.

Final Steps:

1. Add $GECKO toMetaMask:
● Click "Add Token" in MetaMask.
● Paste the $GECKO contract address

0xeE9E3123dbb3AC5e75C65A1fC4617B2aCC082d85.

Congratulations, you're now a part of the $GECKO community!
Remember, all $GECKO tokens in the liquidity pool are locked
forever, ensuring a fair and secure trading environment.

Disclaimer:

This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute financial or
investment advice. Cryptocurrency investments carry risks, and readers are encouraged
to conduct their research and consult with financial advisors before participating in any
cryptocurrency project.

The Way of the Gecko starts in you
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